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Abstract—The appearance of Edge Computing with the possibility to bring 
powerful computation servers near the mobile device is a major stepping stone 
towards better user experience and resource consumption optimization. Due to 
the Internet of Things invasion that led to the constant demand for communica-
tion and computation resources, many issues were imposed in order to deliver a 
seamless service within an optimized cost of time and energy, since most of the 
applications nowadays require real response time and rely on a limited battery 
resource. Therefore, Mobile Edge Computing is the new reliable paradigm in 
terms of communication and computation consumption by the mobile devices. 
Mobile Edge Computing rely on computation offloading to surpass cloud-based 
technologies issues and break the limitations of mobile devices such as compu-
ting, storage and battery resources. However, computation offloading is not al-
ways the optimal choice to adopt, which makes the offloading decision a crucial 
part in which many parameters should be taken in consideration such as dele-
gating the heavy tasks to the appropriate machine within the network by migrat-
ing the high-resource node to an edge server and lend these capabilities to the 
low-resources one. In this paper, we use an Edge Computing simulator to see 
how network delay can impact the delivery of a certain result, we also experi-
ment computation offloading using a two-tier with Edge Orchestration architec-
ture, which turns out to be efficient in terms of processing time. 

Keywords—Mobile Edge Computing, computation offloading, resource opti-
mization, energy efficiency 

1 Introduction and literature 

Cloud computing is the first technology that enabled acquiring, on demand, a con-
venient set of configurable computing resources such as storage, servers, applications 
and services. It is used to relief the end user devices from the burden of heavy calcula-
tions. However, we are living an era where every device is connected [1], Internet of 
Things (IoT) invaded and as a result to their limited capabilities, the need for storage, 
communication and most importantly computation resources is growing [2]. Accord-
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ing to statistics found by [3], the number of connected devices in the world will reach 
approximately 75 billion by 2025. Although Cloud Computing offers an increased 
efficiency, performance and payload, this rapid evolution imposed one more time, 
constraints to which we had to adopt a more sophisticated and adapted technology in 
terms of real-time response while consuming the least of the device’s battery, espe-
cially since the proliferation of these devices had enhanced and improved our daily 
lives in every aspect, and it even proved its efficiency during a global humanitarian 
hardship like the Covid-19 pandemic [4]. Motivated by the need to deploy the 5G 
cellular network and the requirements to such constraints, Mobile Edge Computing 
(MEC) is considered to be an extension of the Cloud Computing services [5] and a 
key enabler to the emerging fifth generation of Mobile Networks (5G) [6] in which 
mobile resources can be optimized by hosting intensive computing tasks and process 
its large data within the radio access network (RAN) before sending it to the cloud. 
The main challenge consists in the growing number of heterogeneous devices, which 
resulted a huge increase in terms of the data produced by the users. These devices are 
characterized by their limited computation capacities; therefore, the traditional Cloud 
services will no longer satisfy the user’s needs in terms of context-aware and low-
latency computing and processing. Meanwhile, Edge Computing can significantly 
improve not only the quality of experience from an internet user point of view but 
with the emergence of such computing paradigm, the industrial automation evolved 
into an Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) by relying on a two-tier computing archi-
tecture that comprises local and edge computing [7]. Mobile Edge computing sup-
ports the different platforms by reducing data transmission cost from devices to the 
cloud, which leads to relieving the pressure of network bandwidth and data centers, 
enhancing the response speed of user request services and improving the users’ au-
thority in terms of data privacy [8]. Therefore, computation offloading, the main fea-
ture of Mobile Edge Computing, was introduced to support the interconnection of 
resources-limited devices with the internet. This technique enables the device to of-
fload part of the computation to a nearby remote server in order to help with task 
processing and prolong its battery lifespan as well. Processing a set of tasks can be 
done either by implementing an easy mode called Binary offloading, in which the 
entire load of tasks is processed either locally on the mobile device, or sent to a near-
by Mobile Edge Computing server. Or by adopting a partial offloading mode, where 
the tasks are partitioned into several parts and according to their dependency and 
various computing requirements, some of the said tasks get to be processed locally 
and others are offloaded according to a certain decision-making strategy [9]. When it 
comes to modeling a computation offloading strategy, not only the decision that mat-
ters, but the server selection, wireless resources and channel allocation, transmission 
power setting and computation resources allocation, are taken in consideration in 
order to achieve the desired results such as latency minimization, computation and 
energy efficiency [10]. Many existing offloading methods were examined on a single 
device environment to achieve energy efficiency using algorithms based on Simulated 
Annealing [11] [12]. 

Moreover, researchers have shown interest to such promising research area and the 
related contributions have increased in the recent years according to [13], especially 
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with the growing number of devices and applications that require real time response. 
Therefore, the need for experiment results to endorse the research advancement per-
sists, and in order to do so, researchers rely on simulation tools to run their suggested 
algorithms such as the extended versions of CloudSim [14] which is a tool used to 
simulate Cloud Computing environments.  

In this paper, we will identify the purpose of our study, which is computation of-
floading in Mobile Edge Computing by getting familiar with the concepts and aspects 
related to such computing paradigm at first, in order to take a step towards experi-
menting using an extended version of the simulation tool CloudSim that will endorse 
our work in terms of processing time optimization. After introducing the theme and 
its state of art, the remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 represents 
the evolution of Mobile Edge Computing, to elaborate afterwards the concept of com-
putation offloading and its modeling. A computation offloading experiment is con-
ducted in Section 3 to discuss some aspects of the obtained results. Finally, Section 5 
is a conclusion of this paper that leads to future work. 

2 Mobile Edge Computing 

2.1 Evolution of Mobile Edge Computing 

Since 2006, the traditional computing scenario relied on Cloud Computing [15], 
which was an efficient paradigm and an important milestone that evolved rapidly in 
the last few decades. Nevertheless, the basic Cloud Computing architecture could not 
satisfy the growing demands of IoT in terms of latency, time and energy efficiency. 

The generated data each year compared to the global data center traffic is huge, 
and it indicates that data sources for big data are also evolving to a wide range of edge 
devices instead of relying on the existing Cloud Computing which is becoming unable 
to analyze the data generated by the massively distributed computing power. Hence, 
due to the growing number of connected smart devices and the massive generated 
data, Edge Computing is becoming more popular with its four layered architecture 
(IoT device, Edge, Cloud and the communication infrastructure) [16]. The key ena-
bler to such enhancements is the distributed architecture of edge computing and its 
proximity to the end user [17], which allows data to be processed at the edge of the 
network. However, the cloud resources will still be needed for their processing and 
storage capacities, as well as their high availability. In other words, in order to deliver 
a seamless service that combines a backbone network alleviation, an agile service 
response and powerful cloud backup, both the cloud and edge computing paradigms 
are needed, considering that edge computing is actually an extension of Cloud Com-
puting [15], [18], [19]. 

Mobile Edge Computing servers are placed then on the mobile network, which en-
abled the deployment of the 5G cellular network, and has proven to be efficient for 
healthcare application [20], augmented reality and compute-intensive applications 
[21], [22]. Mobile Edge Computing is known for its location awareness, support for 
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mobility, fast response time, real time interaction and can be deployed in heterogene-
ous environments. 

Prior to Mobile Edge computing, which is a technology deployed at the edge of the 
network, offers low latency, high scalability, elastic services, context-awareness and 
support for mobility, Mobile Cloud Computing offered mobility support, high latency, 
average scalability and elastic services based on a centralized architecture and de-
ployed at the network core. Cloud Computing on the other hand on the early days had 
enabled the same benefits as Mobile Cloud Computing, using the same architecture 
and environment, however there was no support for mobility [16]. 

2.2 Computation offloading 

Computation offloading is a technique where mobile devices delegate storage and 
computation to remote powerful entities for time and energy optimization purposes, it 
was first experimented through the Mobile Cloud Computing paradigm to be extend-
ed afterwards to Mobile Edge Computing [15]. Moreover, in the recent years, Artifi-
cial Intelligence technologies has enabled through optimization abilities the efficient 
use of computation offloading to transfer heavy computation tasks from resource 
limited mobile devices to edge or cloud [23]. 

Computation offloading is divided into two distinct modes: 

• Binary offloading (Coarse-grained): This mode is easier to implement, and suitable 
for simple independent tasks where the processing of the computation load is either 
done by the mobile device itself or sent to a more powerful computation resource. 

• Partial offloading (Fine-grained): In this case, the tasks are partitioned into several 
parts, and according to the dependency of these parts, some of them gets to be pro-
cessed locally on the mobile device itself, and others are offloaded into nearby re-
sources accordingly with a certain decision-making strategy. 

Knowing that Edge Computing relies on a distributed and decentralized computing 
architecture, time and energy costs are divided on both the end and the edge device 
and the cloud as well in case the offloading system model includes the cloud part. 
These costs must be calculated, and studied under different offloading mechanisms to 
obtain the most optimized results. 

In order to measure the level of user satisfaction, the task processing delay is con-
sidered to be a more critical metric. In this paper, we will be focusing on task pro-
cessing delays, locally and remotely on the edge. 

• Local processing: When an end user mobile device processes its computation load 
locally, the computational time depends on its computing resources. This metric is 
generally obtained using the task’s data size and the processing speed of the mobile 
device. 

• Edge Processing: Mobile devices are constrained by their computing resources, 
which are often not enough to process heavy tasks. Therefore, computation of-
floading comes in useful with the possibility to delegate the tasks to the edge, thus 
in this case, additionally to the processing time on the Mobile Edge Computing 
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server, a transmission delay is also calculated, it represents both time cost for up-
loading the input data and downloading the output results, the latter is rarely taken 
in consideration by researchers assuming that the obtained output data size is in-
significant when compared to the input data size [11], [24]–[27]. 

2.3 Computation offloading modeling 

The process of computation offloading consists on transferring and delegating 
computing tasks from resource limited devices to nearby powerful servers and re-
trieve the obtained results afterwards. This technique is considered to be promising in 
terms of coping with the growing demands for real time processing and low-latency 
responses, it is also considered to be one of the critical methods of edge computing, 
according to [28], computation offloading is divided into two main aspects, which are 
the offloading decision and resource allocation. 

Offloading decision: The computation offloading decision is based on the perfor-
mance maximization aspect as well as energy consumption minimization, in this re-
gard, the possibility of offloading the task, partially or fully, is the first metric to be 
considered. 

There are many metrics on which we can rely to make computation offloading de-
cisions and model an optimized system, such as using bandwidth predictions. Accord-
ing to [29], the offloading decision is based on three predictions: the predicted time 
required to execute the task locally, the predicted time required to execute the compu-
tation remotely and the communication time which represents the time required to 
transmit the input and gather the output. 

In our study, we will be comparing the local processing time of a certain task with 
its total cost if offloaded. Response time in case the task is offloaded into a Mobile 
Edge Computing server involves its processing time on the edge server as well as a 
transmission delay, which will be calculated using the bandwidth and the data size of 
the said task. 

Latency, as we know, is what urged researchers and engineers to deploy this new 
paradigm, Mobile Edge Computing, therefore, bandwidth is an important metric when 
it comes to the offloading decision. However, there are many parameters to be con-
sidered to deliver user satisfaction and provide better quality of experience. For ex-
ample, network condition, data usage, battery consumption and processing delay are 
used to determine an optimal offloading strategy, and are also used to manage differ-
ent functions of Edge Computing using Deep Learning [18]. 

Figure 1 is an illustration of the general IoT-Edge-Cloud topology, in which wire-
less devices and sensors such as smartphones, drones, vehicles, healthcare applica-
tions, etc. represent the IoT layer. Meanwhile, in the Radio Access Network, where 
the base station is situated, we find MEC servers that provide computing and storage 
resources near the network edge without the need for the cloud unless these resources 
are no longer able to satisfy the user’s demands. In this case, the cloud layer will be in 
charge to provide the needed computing and storage services.  

Computation offloading is a feature where the IoT device can send workload to the 
MEC servers, or the Cloud servers, depending on how heavy are the task’s require-
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ments. The uplink input represents sending tasks to be processed either on the MEC 
servers, or the cloud servers, meanwhile, the downlink output is the response and the 
results of the processed tasks.  

 
Fig. 1. IoT-Edge-Cloud topology 

Task partitioning: The process of computation offloading arises the challenge of 
partitioning tasks efficiently [30], One of the main efficiency factors is the decision of 
which part of the task should be processed locally and which part should be offloaded 
to a remote, more powerful device. This process consists on decomposing a task into 
multiple sub-tasks, based on their dependency. 

Network resources: The main drawback of Cloud Computing is the channel 
bandwidth, it restricts cloud servers from handling computing tasks since their com-
puting power is often sufficient, but in an idle state due to slow network transmission. 
A thing that urged the use of Mobile Edge Computing servers to bring these resources 
closer to the end device and focus on enhancing the network part between the mobile 
device and the edge server. The authors in [31] proposed a Mobile Edge Computing 
framework in which network virtualization is implemented by virtualizing radio re-
sources along with computation and storage resources. Network slicing is a form of 
network virtualization, this technique is one of the main features in 5G cellular net-
work, it provides multiple logical networks to operate on a shared physical network 
infrastructure. In a multi-user Mobile Edge Computing model based on Time Division 
Multiple Access (TDMA) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(OFDMA), resource allocation was studied by [32] to minimize energy consumption. 
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Computing resource allocation: The previous computing paradigms relied on vir-
tualization to satisfy the end user by enabling the use of computation and storage 
resources on demand. Mobile Edge Computing also relies on two main strategies of 
virtualization: Virtual machines which are better at isolating, and containers that pro-
vide easier deployment. 

3 Offloading simulation using EdgeCloudSim 

Many simulation tools are available allowing researchers to obtain a real-world ex-
periment result. Modeling and simulation of Cloud Computing infrastructures and 
services are enabled by an extensible framework called CloudSim [14] which offers 
many functionalities such as modeling a large scale of Cloud Computing data centers, 
virtualized server hosts, application containers and energy aware computational re-
sources, as well as a dynamic insertion of simulation inputs and personalized policies 
for resource allocation purposes. With the appearance of other computing paradigms 
due to the several constraints while using Cloud Computing, mainly Fog Computing 
and Edge Computing, new extensions of CloudSim such as EdgeCloudSim [33] and 
iFogSim [34] were deployed to provide support for mobility, orchestration and re-
source management so that it can be efficiently used for these computing paradigms. 

An experiment was conducted using EdgeCloudSim to visualize the important 
network delay and the advantage of opting for a system model that relies on both local 
processing and computation offloading to a Mobile Edge Computing server in terms 
of energy consumption.  

Knowing that the obtained output data size is insignificant when compared to the 
input data size, Figure 2 highlights the average network delay, divided into an upload 
and download delay, when a certain task is offloaded. 

In this experiment, we used a Two-tier with Edge offloading mechanism that de-
pends on comparing the required capacity to process a task and the available re-
sources at that moment. We accumulate afterwards the time cost throughout the ex-
periment, which resulted a total response time cost of 1272.5716, 544.3834 and 
1055.8426 seconds adopting respectively the Mobile (local processing), Edge (remote 
processing) and Hybrid (partial offloading) scenario. It is obvious that response time 
when the task is processed in the edge server is better due to the available computing 
resources, meanwhile, in the hybrid scenario, the mobile device depends mainly on its 
resources until they are saturated, however it offloads at the same time the tasks 
which percentage usage was predicted to be demanding which explains the high time 
consumption at first (local processing and transmission delays in case of the computa-
tion offloading). 

Meanwhile, Figure 3 is a graphical representation of simulating the processing of 
428 independent tasks, which is done sequentially, in terms of response time using 
both binary and partial offloading. 
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Fig. 2. Network delay while offloading a task 

 
Fig. 3. Total processing time of 428 tasks using a Two-tier with Edge Orchestrator architecture 

Regarding the energy consumed by the IoT device in case of a Hybrid scenario, 
which is the sum of:  
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• The energy consumed while processing the task locally. 
• The energy consumed while uploading the input data and downloading the output 

result, which represent the transmission energy cost. 
• The energy consumed while the IoT device is on idle, on a connected-standby 

mode to receive data. 

Figure 4 is a comparison between energy cost when implementing each scenario: 
Local processing (Mobile), full offloading (Edge) and partial offloading (Hybrid). 

As a result, the energy consumed by the mobile device was indeed reduced in case 
computation is offloaded. 

 
Fig. 4. Total energy consumption when processing 428 tasks 

4 Conclusion and future work 

Mobile Edge Computing is considered to have a great potential and a key enabler 
for the 5G networks, especially with the computation offloading feature. In this paper, 
we highlighted the aspects related to Mobile Edge Computing and the different key 
enablers for its successful deployment. A first experiment using EdgeCloudSim was 
conducted to endorse the importance of such paradigm in optimizing the task’s pro-
cessing time, in which the adopted computation offloading strategy depends on com-
paring the required capacity to process a task and the available resources at that mo-
ment. 
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Many challenges still remain, such as a deep study about channel and computing 
resources allocation, hence, this paper is an initiation that needs more research and 
experiments. 
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